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Abstract

In this paper we obtain a composition theorem that allows us to construct locally testable
codes (LTCs) by repeated two-wise tensor products. This is the first composition theorem
showing that repeating the two-wise tensor operation any constant number of times still results
in a locally testable code, improving upon previous results which only worked when the tensor
product was applied once.

To obtain our results we define a new tester for tensor products. Our tester uses the distri-
bution of the “inner tester” associated with the base-code to sample rows and columns of the
product code. This construction differs from previously studied testers for tensor product codes
which sampled rows and columns uniformly.

We show that if the base-code is any LTC or any expander code, then the code obtained
by taking the repeated two-wise tensor product of the base-code with itself is locally testable.
In particular, this answers a question posed in the paper of Dinur et al. (2006) by expanding
the class of allowed base-codes to include all LTCs, and not just so-called uniform LTCs whose
associated tester queries all codeword entries with equal probability.

1 Introduction

Locally testable codes (LTCs) are error correcting codes for which distinguishing, when given oracle
access to a purported word w, between the case that w is a codeword and the case that it is very
far from all codewords, can be accomplished by a randomized algorithm, called a tester. The tester
reads a sublinear amount of information from w. Such codes are of interest in computer science due
to their numerous connections to probabilistically checkable proofs (PCPs) and property testing.
(See the surveys [26, 16] for more information.) By now several different constructions of LTCs
are known including codes based on low-degree polynomials over finite fields [23, 1], constructions
based on PCPs of proximity/assignment testers [2, 12], sparse random linear codes [8, 19, 21] and
affine invariant codes [20]. Our work studies a different family of LTC constructions, namely, tensor
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†The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Community’s Seventh Framework
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codes. Given two linear error correcting codes C ⊆ Fn, R ⊆ Fm over a finite field F, we define their
tensor product to be the subspace R ⊗ C ⊆ Fn×m consisting of n×m matrices M with entries in
F having the property that every row of M is a codeword of R and every column is a codeword of
C. If C = R we use C2 to denote C ⊗ C and for i > 2 define Ci = C ⊗ Ci−1.

Ben-Sasson and Sudan suggested in [5] to use tensor product codes as a means to construct
LTCs combinatorially. They showed that taking the three-wise tensor C3 of any code C ⊆ Fn with
sufficiently large distance results in a robust locally testable code. By robust we informally mean
that the tester associated with C3 has the property that given any word w that is far from C3, the
local view selected by the tester will be far, on average, from being consistent with a local view
of a codeword of C3. More formally, denoting by w|I the projection of w onto the set of queries
I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}3 picked by the tester, and denoting by C3|I =

{
c|I
∣∣ c ∈ C3

}
the set of views that

are consistent with C3, the robustness of C3 means that, on average, w|I will be far in Hamming
distance from all elements of C3|I . This robustness allowed them to apply composition and prove
that the repeated three-wise tensor product of C, namely, the code C3t , is locally testable. The
ability to take the repeated tensor product is crucial for tensor-based constructions of LTCs. The
repeated m-wise tensor product (for m ≥ 3) was used in [5, 24] to construct new families of LTCs.
Ben-Sasson and Sudan also raised the question of whether the repeated two-wise tensor product of
C also leads to robust LTCs.

There is a surprising difference between two- and three-wise tensor products. For two-wise
products, large distance is not sufficient to guarantee robustness (whereas for three-wise products
it is). This phenomena was discovered by Paul Valiant who constructed in [27] a pair of codes
R,C with large distance whose tensor product is not robust. (See [10, 17] for generalizations of
this result.) Nevertheless, in another surprising turn of events, Dinur et al. [13] showed that if C
is any so-called smooth code, and has sufficiently large distance, then C2 is robust. The family
of smooth codes includes low density parity check (LDPC) codes based on expander graphs with
very good expansion properties, even though these codes are not necessarily locally testable [3],
and uniform LTCs which are LTCs whose associated tester is equally likely to query any codeword
symbol. (These results were generalized in our earlier work [7] to weakly smooth codes which besides
the above codes include also unique-neighbor expander codes and locally correctable codes.)

One issue that has remained open in all previous works on two-wise tensor product codes is
under what conditions can one compose such codes and apply repeated two-wise products. To see
the problem consider C2 where C is an expander code, which is smooth (as well as weakly smooth).
The work of Dinur et al. [13] showed that C2 is robust, however, there is no reason to believe C2 is
smooth or weakly smooth. So one cannot argue that C4 is a robust LTC and apply composition.1

In terms of LTC constructions, this means that, using previous techniques, the smallest query
complexity we could get in a two-wise tensor based construction would be at least Ω(

√
n), where

n is a blocklength of the constructed code. This contrasts once again with the case of three-wise
tensors which can be composed repeatedly provided the base code C has (very) large distance, thus
resulting in LTCs with polynomial rate and polylogarithmic query complexity.

Our main result uses a new family of testers for repeated two-wise tensor product codes that
allows us to provide a general composition theorem for the two-wise tensor products. Our proof
follows by defining a new tester for two-wise tensor codes which differs from previous constructions.
Previous testers used only the uniform distribution to sample rows and columns of C2. The key

1Close inspection of [13, 7] reveals that repeated products can result in robust LTCs if the base code is a strong
uniform LTC, but it was not clear how to obtain similar results for expander codes or for nonuniform LTCs.
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difference is that our tester, besides using the uniform distribution, also uses the distribution
associated with the base code C to sample rows and columns of C2. We define semi LTCs which
play a crucial role in our results together with our new tester. The notion of a semi LTC is a
relaxation of a standard LTC. Informally, an error correcting code R is a semi LTC if it has a tester
that reads only a few symbols from an input word. This tester always accepts all words in R and
rejects with high probability words that are approximately a fixed distance from zero codeword,
and not all words that are far from R like testers for LTCs (see formal definition of semi LTCs
in Section 3). Semi LTCs contain all LTCs and some expander codes. In particular, our results
provide a construction of LTCs with query complexity nε for any ε > 0 based on repeated two-wise
tensors, where n is a blocklength of the constructed code. This result holds even for LTCs that are
nonuniform, i. e., whose associated tester may sample some codeword bits more often than others
(some LTCs, most notably those of [2, 4, 11, 24], are indeed nonuniform). This result also answers
a question raised in [13, Section 2.2], namely, the question of whether there exist robust testers for
two-wise tensors of a nonuniform LTC with some other code.

We end by pointing out that our result does not require the base code to have very large
distance, hence it holds even over fields of small cardinality. This contrasts with previous works on
iterative combinatorial constructions of LTCs due to Ben-Sasson and Sudan [5] and Meir [24] which
required very large base-code distance implying large field size. Moreover, in [5] the required base-
code distance (and thus a field cardinality) depends on the number of repeated tensor products that
should be applied. In our work, the repeated two-wise tensor product can be applied any constant
number of times even over the binary field. Moreover, the initial requirements about the base-codes
are independent of the number of times that repeated tensor products should be applied.

Organization of the rest of the paper After presenting the necessary definitions in the next
section we state our main results in Section 3. In particular, Section 3 presents the notion of semi
LTC and our suggested tester which are crucial for our proofs. This is followed by the proof of
our main technical theorem (Theorem 3.3) in Section 4. In Section 5 we show that the property
“strong semi LTC” is preserved after a tensor product is applied. We conclude in Section 6 with
formal proofs of our main corollaries. Some auxiliary material is postponed to the appendix.

2 Preliminary Definitions

Throughout this paper, F is a finite field, [n] denotes the set {1, . . . , n} and Fn denotes F[n]. All
codes discussed in this paper will be a linear. Let C ⊆ Fn be a linear code over F.

For w ∈ Fn let supp(w) = {i|wi 6= 0}, |w| = | supp(w)| and wt(w) = |w|
n . We define the

distance between two words x, y ∈ Fn to be ∆ (x, y) = |{i | xi 6= yi}| and the relative distance to

be δ(x, y) = ∆(x,y)
n . The distance of a code is defined by ∆ (C) = minx 6=y∈C ∆ (x, y) and its the

relative distance is denoted δ(C) = ∆(C)
n . A [n, k, d]F-code is a k-dimensional subspace C ⊆ Fn

of distance d. The rate of the code C is defined by rate(C) = dim(C)
n . For x ∈ Fn and C ⊆ Fn,

let δ(x,C) = δC(x) = min
y∈C
{δ(x, y)} to denote the relative distance of x from the code C. We

note that ∆ (C) = min
c∈C\{0}

{wt(c)}. If δ(x,C) ≥ ε we say that x is ε-far from C and otherwise

x is ε-close to C. We let dim(C) denote the dimension of C. The vector inner product between
u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) ∈ Fn and v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) ∈ Fn is defined to be 〈u, v〉 =

∑
i∈[n] ui · vi. We
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let C⊥ = {u ∈ Fn | ∀c ∈ C : 〈u, c〉 = 0} be the dual code of C and C⊥t =
{
u ∈ C⊥ | |u| = t

}
. In

a similar way we define C⊥≤t =
{
u ∈ C⊥ | |u| ≤ t

}
. For t ∈ Fn and T ⊆ Fn we say that t ⊥ T if

〈t, t′〉 = 0 for all t′ ∈ T .
For w ∈ Fn and S = {j1, j2, . . . , jm} ⊆ [n], where j1 < j2 < . . . < jm, we let w|S =

(wj1 , . . . , wjm) be the restriction of w to the subset S. We let C|S = {c|S | c ∈ C} denote the
restriction of the code C to the subset S.

2.1 Tensor Product Codes

The definitions appearing here are standard in the literature on tensor-based LTCs (e. g. [13, 5, 24,
7, 27]).

For x ∈ FI and y ∈ FJ we let x⊗ y denote the tensor product of x and y (i. e., the matrix M
with entries M(i,j) = xi · yj where (i, j) ∈ I × J). Let R ⊆ FI and C ⊆ FJ be linear codes. We

define the tensor product code R ⊗ C to be the linear space spanned by words r ⊗ c ∈ FI×J for
r ∈ R and c ∈ C. Some known facts regarding the tensor products (see e. g., [13]):

• The code R ⊗ C consists of all I × J matrices over F whose rows belong to R and whose
columns belong to C.

• dim(R⊗ C) = dim(R) · dim(C)

• δ(R⊗ C) = δ(R) · δ(C)

We let C1 = C and Ct = Ct−1 ⊗ C for t > 1. Note by this definition, C20 = C and C2t =
C2t−1 ⊗ C2t−1

for t > 0.

2.2 Expander Codes

Low density parity check (LDPC) codes were introduced by Gallager more than four decades
ago [14, 15]. They have been studied extensively in information theory (cf. [9]). Binary LDPC
codes motivated Margulis’ explicit construction of graphs of large girth [22], and the work of Sipser
and Spielman [25].

In this section we give the definitions of LDPC codes based on expander graphs as appeared in
[3]. We define various types of “neighbors” (Definition 2.1) and the associated forms of “expanders”
(Definition 2.2).

Definition 2.1 (Neighbors). Let G = (V,E) be a graph. For S ⊆ V , let

• N(S) be the set of neighbors of S.

• N1(S) be the set of unique neighbors of S, i. e., vertices with exactly one neighbor in S.

• Nodd(S) be the set of neighbors of S with an odd number of neighbors in S.

Notice that N1(S) ⊆ Nodd(S).

We note that N(S) and N1(S) are standard notations, while Nodd(S) is not standard and was
defined in [3].
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Definition 2.2 (Expander code). Let c, d ∈ N and γ, τ ∈ (0, 1) be constants. Let C ⊆ Fn be a
linear code and S ⊆ C⊥ such that span(S) = C⊥. Note that x ∈ C if and only if x ⊥ S.

A parity check graph of C is a bipartite graph G = (L, S,E) with vertex sets L, S such that
L = [n], S ⊆ C⊥ and for every l ∈ L and s ∈ S it holds that (l, s) ∈ E if and only if l ∈ supp(s).

Assume that all vertices in L have degree ≤ c, and all vertices in S have degree ≤ d and let us
define expanders.

• G is called a (c, d, γ, τ)-expander if for all subsets L0 ⊆ L such that |L0| ≤ τn we have
|N(L0)| > γ · c|S|

• G is called a (c, d, γ, τ)-odd expander if for all subsets L0 ⊆ L such that |L0| ≤ τn we have
|Nodd(L0)| > γ · c|L0|

We say that a code C is a (c, d, γ, τ)-odd expander code if it has a parity check graph that is a
(c, d, γ, τ)-odd expander.

We notice that the definition of an odd expander generalizes the definition of a unique neigh-
bor expander, which was already shown in [7] to result in a robustly testable tensor code (see
Definition 2.6). However, we do not aware about the use of odd expander codes in information
theory.

2.3 Locally testable codes and Robustly Testable Codes

A standard q-query tester for a linear code C ⊆ Fn is a randomized algorithm that reads at most q
symbols from an input string w ∈ Fn and outputs accept or reject. We can assume without loss of
generality (see [3, Theorem 2]) that the q-query tester T for C executes the follows steps. Given a
word w ∈ Fn the tester T picks (non-adaptively) a subset I ⊆ [n] such that |I| ≤ q. Then T reads
all symbols of w|I and accepts if w|I ∈ C|I , and rejects otherwise.

For purposes of composition we want to define a generalized tester (Definition 2.3) which does
not make queries, but returns a “view” (a subset I ⊆ [n]) which can be considered as a code by
itself (C|I).

Definition 2.3 (Tester of C and Test View). A q-query tester D is a distribution D over subsets
I ⊆ [n] such that |I| ≤ q. Let w ∈ Fn (think of the task of testing whether w ∈ C) and let I ⊆ [n]
be a subset. We call w|I the view of a tester. If w|I ∈ C|I we say that this view is consistent with
C, or when C is clear from the context we simply say w|I is consistent.

When considering a tensor code R ⊗ C ⊆ Fm ⊗ Fn, an associated tester will be a distribution
over subsets I ⊆ [n]× [m]. Although the tester does not output accept or reject, the way a standard
tester does, it can be converted to output accept, reject as follows. Whenever the task is to test
whether w ∈ C and a subset I ⊆ [n] is selected by the tester, the tester can output accept if
w|I ∈ C|I and otherwise output reject.

Definition 2.4 (LTCs and strong LTCs). A code C ⊆ Fn is a (q, ε, δ)-LTC if it has a q-query
tester D such that for all w ∈ Fn, if δ(w,C) ≥ δ we have Pr

I∼D
[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥ ε.

A code C ⊆ Fn is a (q, ε)-strong LTC if it has a q-query tester D such that for all w ∈ Fn, we
have Pr

I∼D
[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥ ε · δ(w,C).
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Note that given a code C ⊆ Fn, the subset I ⊆ [n] uniquely defines C|I . Moreover, the linearity
of C implies that C|I is a linear subspace of FI . In the rest of this section we formally define
the notion of robustness (Definition 2.6) as was introduced in [5]. To do that we start from the
definition of local distance (Definition 2.5), which will be used in Definition 2.6 and later in our
proofs.

Definition 2.5 (Local distance). Let C be a code and w|I be the view on the coordinate set I
obtained from the word w. The local distance of w from C with respect to I (also called the
I-distance of w from C) is ∆ (w|I , C|I) = min

c∈C
{∆ (w|I , c|I)} and similarly the relative local distance

of w from C with respect to I (relative I-distance of w from C) is δ(w|I , C|I) = min
c∈C
{δ(w|I , c|I)}.

When I is clear from context we omit reference to it.

Informally, robustness implies that if a word is far from the code then, on average, a test’s view
is far from any consistent view that can be accepted on the same coordinate set I. This notion was
defined for LTCs following an analogous definition for PCPs [2, 11]. We are now ready to provide
a general definition of robustness.

Definition 2.6 (Robustness). Given a tester (i. e., a distribution) D for the code C ⊆ Fn, we let

ρD(w) = E
I∼D

[δ(w|I , C|I)] be the expected relative local distance of input w.

We say that the tester D has robustness ρD(C) on the code C if for every w ∈ Fn it holds that
ρD(w) ≥ ρD(C) · δC(w).

Let {Cn}n be a family of codes where Cn is of blocklength n and Dn is a tester for Cn. A family
of codes {Cn}n is robustly testable with respect to testers {Dn}n if there exists a constant α > 0
such that for all n we have ρDn(Cn) ≥ α.

3 Main Results

We start from defining central notions in this paper, called semi LTCs (sLTCs) and strong sLTCs.
Then we define our suggested tester for two-wise tensor products. A notion of semi LTC is a
relaxation of a standard LTC in the sense that the rejection criterion is relaxed only to the words
that are approximately a fixed distance from the zero codeword.

Definition 3.1 (Semi LTCs and strong semi LTCs). Let 0 < β < 1. We say that a code C is a
(q, ε, β)-semi LTC if there exists a q-query tester D such that for all w ∈ Fn if βδ(C)/3 ≤ wt(w) ≤
βδ(C) then Pr

I∼D
[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥ ε.

We say that a code C is a (q, ε, β)-strong sLTC if there exists q-tester D such that for all w ∈ Fn

if wt(w) ≤ βδ(C) then Pr
I∼D

[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥ ε · wt(w).

Remark 3.2. For every w ∈ Fn it holds that δ(w,C) ≤ δ(w, 0n) = wt(w). If wt(w) ≤ β · δ(C) for
some 0 < β < 1/2 then δ(w,C) = δ(w, 0n) = wt(w).

We also notice that sLTCs (strong sLTCs) were defined using the weight of an input word w,
while LTCs (strong LTCs) were defined using the distance of w from the code.
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Now we present our new tester which plays a crucial role in proving the main theorem (Theo-
rem 3.3), stated in Section 3.1. Our starting point is the uniform row/column tester used in all pre-
vious works on two-wise tensor codes [27, 10, 17, 13, 7]. We describe this tester for R⊗C ⊆ Fm⊗Fn.
For i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [m] let the i-row = {i} × [m] and j-column = [n]× {j}.

Uniform Row/Column Tester

• flip a coin

• if “heads,” pick i ∈U [n] and choose i-row;
else pick j ∈U [m] and choose j-column.

The distribution over the tests of this tester is uniform over rows and columns and does not
depend on the structure of the base-codes R,C.

Our suggested tester is a combination of the Uniform Row/Column Tester and
the DC-distribution Tester which depends on the structure of the base code. Our tester for a code
R⊗C picks views that will be M |S where S is either a row ({i}× [m]) or a column ([n]×{i}) or a
rectangle (supp(u)× {i} for small weight u ∈ C⊥). To define our suggested tester we assume that
the code C has some distribution DC over C⊥≤q. The main place where we use our suggested tester
is Theorem 3.3, where we assume that the code C is a (q, ε, β)-sLTC (see Definition 3.1) and thus
has a “corresponding” distribution DC over C⊥≤q (see Proposition A.1).

Our suggested tester is defined by two sub-testers, the first sub-tester is the already defined
Uniform Row/Column Tester and the second is the DC-distribution Tester which we define below.

Our Suggested Tester

• flip a coin

• if “heads,” invoke Uniform Row/Column Tester described above;
else invoke DC-distribution Tester (to be defined below).

DC-distribution Tester

• pick u ∈DC
C⊥≤q

• flip a coin

• if “heads,” pick i ∈U supp(u) and choose i-row;
else pick j ∈U [m] and choose supp(u)× {j}.

3.1 Main Theorem and its Corollaries

The following theorem is our main technical theorem which shows that the tensor product of a
sLTC with another code is robust with respect to our tester.

Theorem 3.3 (Main Theorem). Let R ⊆ Fm be a code such that δ(R) = δR and C ⊆ Fn be a
(q, ε, β)-sLTC such that δ(C) = δC and β ≤ 3

4 . Let T be our suggested tester (defined in Section 3)
for the code R⊗ C. Then

ρT (R⊗ C) ≥ min

{
βδCδR

36
,
ε · δR
32q2

}
.
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Notice that the distribution of the tester is over rows, columns and dual words of weight at
most q. The proof of Theorem 3.3 is postponed to Section 4.

We use Theorem 3.3 to conclude Corollary 3.4 which states that codes obtained by the tensor
product of an LTC with any code is robust with respect to our tester. We note that Corollary 3.4
extends the result of Dinur et al. [13], where a similar result was proved for uniform LTCs, i. e.,
LTCs whose tester queries every bit with the same probability.

Corollary 3.4 (Robust Tensor of LTCs). Let R ⊆ Fm be a code such that δ(R) = δR. Let C ⊆ Fn

be a (q, ε, δ)-LTC such that δ(C) = δC and δ ≤ δC
4 . Let T be our suggested tester (defined in

Section 3) for the code R⊗ C. Then,

ρT (R⊗ C) ≥ min

{
δδR
12

,
ε · δR
32q2

}
.

Corollary 3.5 states that the tensor product of an odd expander code with any code is robust
with respect to our tester. Notice that even a random regular expander code will be the odd
expander code with a high probability, although it is not locally testable (see [3]). Corollary 3.5
extends our previous result, which showed that the tensor product of unique-neighbor expander
code and other code is robust (see [7]).

Corollary 3.5 (Robust Tensor of Expanders). Let R ⊆ Fm be a code such that δ(R) = δR. Let
C ⊆ Fn be a (c, d, γ, τ)-odd expander code. Let T be our suggested tester (defined in Section 3) for
the code R⊗ C. Then,

ρT (R⊗ C) ≥ γτδR
128d2

.

The proofs of Corollary 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 appear in Section 6. Informally, LTCs and odd
expander codes are semi LTCs (see Definition 3.1) and thus by Theorem 3.3 result in robust tensor
products.

We show that taking repeated two-wise tensor products of either a strong LTC (Corollary 3.6),
or an odd expander code (Corollary 3.8), results in a robustly testable LTC. We stress that Corol-
lary 3.6 and Corollary 3.8 improve upon previous works on two-wise tensor products [13, 7] which
only worked when the tensor product was applied once. The previous works did not achieve the
composition via two-wise tensor products since the properties of the codes they defined were not
necessary preserved after the tensor products. In this work we achieve such a composition since
we require quite simple property (semi LTCs, see Definition 3.1) and prove that this property is
preserved after tensor operation (see Section 5).

Recall that C20 = C and C2t = C2t−1 ⊗ C2t−1
for t > 0.

Corollary 3.6. Let t > 0 be an integer. Let C ⊆ Fn be a (q, ε)-strong LTC such that δ(C) = δC .
Then C2t is a (q, ε′)-strong LTC, where

ε′ =

(
ε

48q2

)2t(δC
4

)4·2t

Remark 3.7. Let q, ε, t > 0 be constants. Assume that C ⊆ Fn is a (q, ε)-strong LTC and δ(C) =
Ω(1). Then, Corollary 3.6 implies that C2t is a (q,Ωε,q,t(1))-strong LTC. Moreover, δ(C2t) = Ωt(1)

and rate(C2t) = (rate(C))2t = (rate(C))Ot(1).
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Given the fact that rate(C) can be 1
nO(1) (see [18, Sections 3 and 5]) we conclude that C2t is

a strong LTC with constant query complexity, constant relative distance and inverse polynomial
rate.

Corollary 3.8. Let t > 0 be an integer. Let C ⊆ Fn be a (c, d, γ, τ)-odd expander code such that
δ(C) = δC . Then C2t is a (n, ε′)-strong LTC, where

ε′ =
γt · (τδC)2t+1

(96d2)t · 8t2
.

Remark 3.9. Let c, d, γ, τ, t > 0 be constants. Assume that C ⊆ Fn is a (c, d, γ, τ)-odd expander
code. Then Corollary 3.8 implies that C2t is a (n,Ωd,γ,τ,t(1))-strong LTC. Moreover, δ(C2t) =

Ωt,τ (1) and rate(C2t) = (rate(C))2t = (rate(C))Ot(1).

Note that N = n2t is a blocklength of C2t and we have that n = N
1
2t . Given the fact that

rate(C) can be Ω(1) (see [3]) we conclude that C2t is a strong LTC with sublinear query complexity,
constant relative distance and constant rate.

The proofs of Corollary 3.6 and Corollary 3.8 appear in Section 6.

4 Proof of Main Theorem (Theorem 3.3)

We define Rectangle Tester which will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.3. We start with the
definition of rectangle.

Definition 4.1 (Rectangle). Let Srows ⊆ [n], Tcols ⊆ [m]. We call Srows × Tcols a rectangle
coordinate set or simply a rectangle. For M ∈ Fm ⊗ Fn we call M |(Srows×Tcols) a rectangle view.

The rectangles we will use are of the form supp(u)× [n] for u ∈ C⊥. Now we define Rectangle
Tester which picks rectangles as views.

Rectangle Tester

• pick u ∈DC
C⊥≤q

• choose Rect = supp(u)× [m].

Notice that DC-distribution Tester is equivalent to the invocation of Uniform Row/Column
Tester on the view chosen by Rectangle Tester, so the view of our suggested tester will be either
row, column or support of dual word of weight at most q.

For every word M ∈ Fn × Fm we let

ρrect(M) = E
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[
δ
(
M |supp(u)×[m], (R⊗ C)|supp(u)×[m]

)]
be the expected relative local distance of input M obtained by the Rectangle Tester.

Similarly, let ρuniform(M) be the expected relative local distance of input M obtained by the
Uniform Row/Column Tester. Let δR(M) be a relative distance of a typical row of M from R and
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δC(M) be a relative distance of a typical column of M from C. Then we have ρuniform(M) =
δR(M)+δC(M)

2 since with probability 1
2 the Uniform Row/Column Tester picks a random row and

with probability 1
2 the Uniform Row/Column Tester picks a random column.

Let ρDC
(M) be the expected relative local distance of inputM obtained by the DC-distribution Tester.

We let ρ(M) the expected relative local distance of input M obtained by our suggested tester. Then
we have

ρ(M) =
ρuniform(M) + ρDC

(M)

2
(4.1)

since our suggested tester invokes the Uniform Row/Column tester with probability 1
2 and with

probability 1
2 our suggested tester invokes the DC-distribution Tester. From (4.1) we have

ρ(M) ≥ 1

2
ρDC

(M), and (4.2)

ρ(M) ≥ 1

2
ρuniform(M) (4.3)

4.1 High level overview of Theorem 3.3

Recall that we want to prove that ρT (R⊗C) is lower bounded by a positive constant. To do this we
fix any M ∈ (Fm⊗Fn)\ (R⊗C) and assume the contrary, i.e., that ρ(M) is small and δ(M,R⊗C)
is large. Then we define the error matrix E ∈ Fm ⊗ Fn and prove that wt(E) ≤ 4ρ(M) (Equation
(4.6)). The assumption that ρ(M) is small implies that wt(E) is small. Given this observation, in
Proposition 4.4 we prove that ρDC

(M) is large. By (4.2) we conclude that ρ(M) must be large.
Contradiction.

The proof of Proposition 4.4 will follow from two auxiliary propositions: Proposition 4.2 and
Proposition 4.3. Proposition 4.2 shows a surprising relation between the constraints of the code C,
the error-matrix E and the input word M . It turns out that if uT · E 6= 0 for some u ∈ C⊥ then
the M |supp(u)×[m] will be far from consistent (see Definition 2.5). On the other side, Proposition 4.3

implies that for many u ∈ C⊥≤q we have uT · E 6= 0. Proposition 4.4 uses Proposition 4.2 and
Proposition 4.3 to imply that with high probability DC-distribution Tester will pick a constraint
u ∈ C⊥ such that the rectangle supp(u) × [n] of M is far from being consistent. This fact will be
used to conclude that with high probability the final local view obtained by DC-distribution Tester
is far from being consistent and thus ρDC

(M) is large.
We now present Proposition 4.2, Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4. We prove Proposition 4.2

in Section 4.2, Proposition 4.3 in Section 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 in Section 4.4.

Proposition 4.2. Let u ∈ C⊥≤q and S = supp(u)× [m] be a rectangle coordinate set. If uT ·E 6= 0

then ∆ (M |S , (R⊗ C)|S) ≥ δRm
2 .

Proposition 4.3. Pr
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[
uT · E 6= 0

]
≥ ε

2
.

Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 will be used to conclude

Proposition 4.4. ρDC
(M) ≥ ε·δR

16q2
.

We are ready to prove Theorem 3.3.
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Proof of Theorem 3.3. We have 1
36βδCδR <

1
16 because β, δC , δR ≤ 1, so it is sufficient to show that

for all M ∈ (Fm ⊗ Fn) \ (R⊗ C) we have

ρ(M)

δR⊗C(M)
≥ min

{
βδCδR

36
,
ε · δR
32q2

,
1

16

}
Fix M ∈ (Fm ⊗ Fn) \ (R ⊗ C) and denote δR⊗C(M) by δ(M). If ρ(M)

δ(M) ≥
1
16 or ρ(M) ≥ βδCδR

36

we are done since δ(M) ≤ 1 and hence ρ(M)
δ(M) ≥ min

{
βδCδR

36 , 1
16

}
. Thus in what follows we assume

that

ρ(M) <
βδCδR

36
, and (4.4)

δ(M) > 16ρ(M) (4.5)

We prove that ρ(M) ≥ ε·δR
32q2

. Let δrow(M) = δR⊗Fn(M) denote the distance of M from the

space of matrices whose rows are codewords of R, and define δcol(M) = δFm⊗C(M) similarly. For
row i ∈ [n], let r(i) ∈ R denote the codeword of R closest to the i-th row of M . For column
j ∈ [m], let c(j) ∈ C denote the codeword of C closest to the j-th column of M . Let MR denote
the n×m matrix whose i-th row is r(i), and let MC denote the matrix whose j-th column is c(j).
Let E = MR −MC .

In what follows the matrices MR,MC and (especially) E will be the central objects of attention.
We refer to E as the error matrix. We use the error matrix E for the analysis of robustness; note
that the tester does not obtain a view of E but only of M and of course it is possible that some
constraints that are unsatisfied on M are satisfied on E and vice versa.

We know that δ(M,MR) = δrow(M), δ(M,MC) = δcol(M) and ρuniform(M) = δrow(M)+δcol(M)
2

because the Uniform Row/Column Tester picks with probability 1
2 a random row and with proba-

bility 1
2 a random column. Let wt(E) be the relative weight of E, so

wt(E) = δ(MR,MC) ≤ δ(M,MR) + δ(M,MC) = 2ρuniform(M) ≤ 4ρ(M). (4.6)

By (4.4) and (4.6) it follows that

wt(E) < 4 · 1

36
βδCδR =

1

9
βδCδR. (4.7)

We want to prove that ρ(M) ≥ ε·δR
32q2

. It is sufficient to show that ρDC
(M) ≥ ε·δR

16q2
and then

from (4.2) we conclude ρ(M) ≥ ε·δR
32q2

. Theorem 3.3 follows from Proposition 4.4 by the previous
discussions.

4.2 Proof of Proposition 4.2

Proposition 4.2 is the central observation in the Main Theorem (Theorem 3.3). Recall that we use
the error matrix E for the analysis of robustness and that the tester does not obtain a view of E
but only of M .

We start from a simple claim that will be crucial in the proof of Proposition 4.2. Recall that
R ⊆ Fm is a linear code such that δ(R) = δR.
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Claim 4.5. Let w ∈ Fm. If c1 ∈ R is a closest codeword of R to w then for all c2 ∈ R \ {c1} we
have ∆ (w, c2) ≥ δRm

2 .

Proof. Notice that w can have more than one codeword closest to R. Assume by way of contra-
diction ∆ (w, c2) < δR·m

2 . Since c1 is a closest codeword to w we have ∆ (w, c1) ≤ ∆ (w, c2) < δRm
2

and so ∆ (R) ≤ ∆ (c1, c2) ≤ ∆ (w, c1) + ∆ (w, c2) < δRm. Contradiction.

We notice that u|supp(u) · (E|S) 6= 0 if and only if u · (E) 6= 0. Let M̂ |S be the consistent view

that is closest to M |S . There are two cases: either M̂ |S 6= MR|S or M̂ |S = MR|S .

Case 1: M̂ |S 6= MR|S so, at least one row i of M̂ |S is not equal to row i of MR|S , but row i of M̂ |S
is a codeword of R because M̂ |S is a consistent view and the row i of MR|S is a codeword of R
by definition of MR. Row i of MR is the closest codeword of R to row i of M , thus according

to Claim 4.5 row i of M is at least δRm
2 far from row i of M̂ |S . So, ∆

(
M̂ |S ,M |S

)
≥ δRm

2 .

Case 2: M̂ |S = MR|S and thus MR|S is the consistent view. We argue that this is impossible and
show that MR|S will not satisfy constraint u (or formally u|supp(u)).

This is true since 0 6= uT ·E = uT ·(MR−MC) = uT ·MR−uT ·MC , every column of MC satisfies
u and so uT ·MC = 0 and thus 0 6= uT · E = uT ·MR = uT |supp(u) ·MR|S = uT |supp(u) · M̂ |S .
Contradiction.

4.3 Proof of Proposition 4.3

We start from auxiliary Proposition 4.6 that will be used later in the proof of Proposition 4.3.

Proposition 4.6. There exists a rectangle Rect = A × B such that A ⊆ [n], δCn/2 ≤ |A| and
B ⊆ [m], 2

3δRm ≤ |B|, and all rows and columns of E|Rect are non-zero and every column c of E
indexed by a member of B has wt(c) < 1

3βδC .

Proof. Proposition 6 of [13] asserts that under our conditions, M is close to R⊗C. The proof first
shows that MR and MC are close to R ⊗ C and then uses this to estimate the distance of M to
R⊗ C. We slightly change the proof of [13, Proposition 6] to fit our case.

Claim 4.7. Assume there exist sets U ⊆ [m] and V ⊆ [n], |U |/m < δR and |V |/n < δC/2 such
that MR(i, j) 6= MC(i, j) implies either j ∈ U or i ∈ V . Then δ(M) ≤ 16ρ(M).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that δ(M) ≤ 8ρuniform(M) since from (4.3) we have ρuniform(M) ≤
2ρ(M). First we note that there exists a matrix N ∈ R ⊗ C that agrees with MR and MC on
V̄ × Ū (See [5, Proposition 3]). Recall also that δ(M,MR) = δrow(M) ≤ 2ρuniform(M). So it
suffices to show δ(MR, N) ≤ 6ρuniform(M). We do so in two steps. First we show that δ(MR, N) ≤
2ρuniform(MR). We then show that ρuniform(MR) ≤ 3ρuniform(M) concluding the proof.

For the first part we start by noting that MR and N agree on every row in V̄ . This is the case
since both rows are codewords of R which may disagree only on entries from the columns of U ,
but the number of such columns is less that δRm. Next we claim that for every column j ∈ [m]
the closest codeword of C to the j-th column of MR, is the j-th column of N . This is true since
MR(i, j) 6= N(i, j) implies i ∈ V and so the number of such i is less than δCn/2. Thus for every j,
the j-th column of N is the (unique) decoding of the j-th column of MR. Averaging over j, we get
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that δcol(MR) = δ(MR, N). This yields in turn ρuniform(MR) ≥ δcol(MR)/2 = δ(MR, N)/2. This
gives the first of the two desired inequalities:

δ(MR, N) ≤ 2ρuniform(MR) (4.8)

Now to bound ρuniform(MR), note that for any pair of matricesM1 andM2 we have ρuniform(M1) ≤
ρuniform(M2) + δ(M1,M2) because

δrow(M1) ≤ δrow(M2) + δ(M1,M2) and δcol(M1) ≤ δcol(M2) + δ(M1,M2).

Thus δrow(M1)+δcol(M1)
2 ≤ δrow(M2)+δcol(M2)

2 + δ(M1,M2). Applying this inequality to M1 = MR and
M2 = M we get

ρuniform(MR) ≤ ρuniform(M) + δ(MR,M) = ρuniform(M) + δrow(M) ≤ 3ρuniform(M). (4.9)

This yields the second inequality and thus the proof of the claim.

Corollary 4.8. For all U ′ ⊂ [n], V ′ ⊂ [m] with |U ′| > (1 − δC/2)n and |V ′| > (1 − δR)m there
exists (i, j) ∈ U ′ × V ′ such that E(i, j) 6= 0.

Proof. Follows from Claim 4.7, since otherwise δ(M) ≤ 16ρ(M) contradicting to (4.5).

We continue the proof of Proposition 4.6. We say that the column c of E is heavy if wt(c) ≥
1
3βδC . Let V ⊆ [m] be the set of indices of heavy columns of E, then |V | < 1

3δRm because otherwise
wt(E) ≥ 1

3 ·
1
3βδRδC contradicting (4.7), and thus |V̄ | ≥ m − 1

3δRm, where V̄ = [m] \ V . Every
column c of E[n]×V̄ has wt(c) < 1

3βδC .

Let B ⊆ V̄ be the set of indices of all non zero columns of E|[n]×V̄ . Then |B| ≥ 2
3δRm

since otherwise we have |V | + |B| < δRm and we would have a large zero rectangle of E, namely
E|[n]×([m]\(V ∪B)), contradicting Corollary 4.8. Let A ⊆ [n] be the set of indices of all non-zero rows
of E|[n]×V̄ . Then |A| ≥ δCn/2, since otherwise E|Ā×V̄ would be a large zero rectangle of E in
contradiction to Corollary 4.8.

We get that Rect = A × B is the required rectangle, since all rows and columns of ER′ are
non-zero and every column c of E indexed by a member of B has wt(c) < 1

3βδC .

Recall that C is a (q, ε, β)-sLTC, therefore by Proposition A.1 it has a distribution DC over
C⊥≤q such that Claim 4.9 holds.

Claim 4.9. Let w ∈ Fn such that (β/3)δ(C) ≤ wt(w) ≤ βδ(C). Then, Pr
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[〈u,w〉 6= 0] ≥ ε

2
.

Note that in Claim 4.9 the probability lower bound is ε
2 and not ε. This occurs because the

definition of sLTCs (Definition 2.4) guarantees a corresponding distribution over the small subsets
of [n]. However, when a distribution over subsets I ⊆ [n], |I| ≤ q is transformed to a distribution
DC over C⊥≤q the rejection probability might decease by a factor of 1

2 (see Proposition A.1).

Proof of Proposition 4.3. Let us start from the auxiliary Claim 4.10.

Claim 4.10. Let v1, ..., vm ∈ Fn such that |
⋃

1≤i≤m(supp(vi))| ≥ αn. Let v ∈ Fn be obtained by
random linear combination of v1, ..., vm over F, i. e., v =

∑
i ai · vi where a1, ..., am ∈U F. Then

E[| supp(v)|] = |F|−1
|F| · αn ≥

αn
2 .
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Proof. Straight forward by the linearity of expectation, since random linear combination of b1, ..., bm ∈
F where not all bi are zero, results in random element of F and thus with probability |F|−1

|F| produces
non-zero element of F.

We say that the column Ej of E is a light column if 0 < wt(Ej) ≤ 1
3βδC . Recall that Rectangle

Tester obtains views M |supp(u)×[n] for u ∈ C⊥≤q. By Proposition 4.6 there exists non-zero rectangle
A × B of E, namely E|A×B, such that for every column Ei of E indexed by a member of B it
holds that Ei is a light column. We argue that Pr

u∈DC
C⊥≤q

[u · E 6= 0] ≥ ε. It is sufficient to show that

there exists a linear combination of columns of E, call it Eres, such that Pr
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[〈u,Eres〉 6= 0] ≥ ε

because if 〈u,Eres〉 6= 0 then uT ·E 6= 0 since for at least one column Ej of E we have 〈u,Ej〉 6= 0.
Let LightCols = {E1, ..., Ek} be a set of all columns of E indexed by B, note they all are light

columns. It holds that |
⋃
Ej∈LightCols(supp(Ej))| ≥ δCn/2 because by Proposition 4.6 every row of

E|A×B is non-zero and |A| ≥ δCn/2. Throw them (Ej) one by one from LightCols reducing their
total support (

⋃
Ej∈LightCols(supp(Ej))), finally obtain set (LightCols′) of total support between

(2
3)βδCn and βδCn, i. e., 2

3βδCn ≤ |
⋃
Ej∈LightCols(supp(Ej))| ≤ βδCn. By Claim 4.10 there exists

a linear combination (over F) of {Ej ∈ LightCols′}, call it Eres, such that wt(Eres) ≥ (1
3)βδC .

Moreover, wt(Eres) ≤ βδC because |
⋃
Ej∈LightCols(supp(Ej))| ≤ βδC .

By Claim 4.9 it holds that Pr
u∈DC

[〈u,Eres〉 6= 0] ≥ ε

2
. But we know that if 〈u,Eres〉 6= 0 then

uT · E 6= 0. We conclude Pr
u∈DC

[
uT · E 6= 0

]
≥ ε

2
.

4.4 Proof of Proposition 4.4

We proceed as follows. We first show in Proposition 4.11 that ρrect(M) ≥ ε·δR
4q . Next we show

auxiliary immediate Proposition 4.12. We then show in Proposition 4.13 that if ρrect(M) ≥ α then
ρDC

(M) ≥ α
4q . Finally we conclude that ρDC

(M) ≥ ε·δR
16q2

.

Proposition 4.11. ρrect(M) ≥ εδR
4q .

Proof. By Proposition 4.3 we have Pr
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[
uT · E 6= 0

]
≥ ε

2
. By Proposition 4.2 whenever uT ·E 6=

0 it holds that ∆
(
M |supp(u)×[m], (R⊗ C)|supp(u)×[m]

)
≥ δRm/2. Hence, the expected distance of

the view chosen by Rectangle Tester from a consistent view is at least ε
2 ·

δRm
2 , i. e.,

E
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[
∆
(
M |supp(u)×[m], (R⊗ C)|supp(u)×[m]

)]
≥ ε

2
· δRm

2
.

For any u ∈ C⊥≤q we have |supp(u)× [m]| ≤ qm. So,

ρrect(M) = E
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[
δ
(
M |supp(u)×[m], (R⊗ C)|supp(u)×[m]

)]
≥

ε
2 ·

δRm
2

qm
=
εδR
4q

.
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Proposition 4.12. Let u ∈ C⊥≤q, j ∈ [m] such that 〈u|supp(u),M |supp(u)×{j}〉 6= 0. Then,

δ(M |supp(u)×{j}, C|supp(u)) ≥
1

q
.

Proof. This is true since |{supp(u)× {j}}| ≤ q and M |supp(u)×{j} /∈ C|supp(u) so at least one entry
of M |supp(u)×{j} should be changed in order to be in C|supp(u).

Proposition 4.13. If ρrect(M) ≥ α then ρDC
(M) ≥ α

4q .

Note that Proposition 4.11 and Proposition 4.13 imply ρDC
(M) ≥ ε · δRn

16q2
.

Proof of Proposition 4.13. Notice that ∆ (M |S , (R⊗ C)|S) ≥ α| supp(u)|m because |S| = | supp(u)|m.
Note that (M |S)|{i}×[m] = M |{i}×[m] and (MR|S)|{i}×[m] = MR|{i}×[m]. For i ∈ supp(u) let
RowDiffi = (M |{i}×[m]−MR|{i}×[m] be the i-row difference between M and the closest consistent
row (i-row of MR). Note that |wt(RowDiffi)| = δ(M |{i}×[m], R).

Note that δ(M |S ,MR|S) shows the expected relative distance of the random row of M |S from
R. If δ(M |S ,MR|S) ≥ α

2q we are done since with probability 1/2 Uniform Row/Column Tester
(think of the testing M |S) will choose a random row of M |S and thus ρuniform(M |S) ≥ α

4q that
finishes the proof. Thus we assume that δ(M |S ,MR|S) < α

2q .
Let Badr =

⋃
i∈supp(u)(supp(RowDiffi)) be union of all differences. We have |Badr| <

α| supp(u)|m
2q ≤ αm

2 since otherwise δ(M |S ,MR|S) ≥ α
2q . Let Badc be all non-consistent columns

of M |S , i. e., j ∈ Badc if and only if M |supp(u)×{j} /∈ C|supp(u). If |Badc| ≥ αm
2 we are done since

with probability 1/2 Uniform Row/Column Tester (think of the testing M |S) will choose a ran-
dom column of M |S and thus with probability at least 1

2 ·
α
2 the tester will pick non-consistent

column of M |S (which does not belong to C|supp(u)) of size | supp(u)|. Thus by Proposition 4.12
we have ρuniform(M |S) ≥ α

4q . Hence we assume that |Badc| < αm
2 and |Badr| < αm

2 and show the
contradiction.

We know that every row of M |S\(supp(u)×(Badr∪Badc)) belongs to R|[m]\(Badr∪Badc) and every col-
umn ofM |S\(supp(u)×(Badr∪Badc)) belongs to C|supp(u). Proposition B.2 implies thatM |S\(supp(u)×(Badr∪Badc)) ∈
(R⊗ C)|S\(supp(u)×(Badr∪Badc)).

We have |Badr ∪ Badc| < αm and thus |(supp(u)× (Badr ∪ Badc))| < α| supp(u)|m. Project-
ing (supp(u) × (Badr ∪ Badc)) out we obtain the consistent view (M |S\(supp(u)×(Badr∪Badc))) (by
Proposition B.2) and thus ∆ (M |S , (R⊗ C)|S) < α| supp(u)|m. Contradiction.

Thus by Proposition 4.13 we have that if ρrect(M) ≥ α then ρDC
(M) ≥ α

4q . But by Proposi-

tion 4.11 we have that ρrect(M) ≥ ε·δR
4q . We conclude that ρDC

(M) ≥ ε · δR
16q2

.

5 Strong sLTC property is preserved after tensor operation

In this section we show that strong sLTC property is preserved after tensor operation.

Proposition 5.1. Let R ⊆ Fm be a (q1, ε1, β1)-strong sLTC and C ⊆ Fn be a (q2, ε2, β2)-strong
sLTC. Then R⊗C is a (q, ε, β)-strong sLTC where q = max{q1, q2}, ε = 3

8 min{ε1, ε2} and β = β1·β2
4 .

Proof. Let δR = δ(R), δC = δ(C) and then δ(R ⊗ C) = δRδC . Let DR and DC be the testers
(distributions) for R and C respectively. We define a q-tester TR⊗C (distribution DR⊗C) as follows
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• flip a coin

• if “heads,” pick i ∈U [n] and invoke TR on i-row;
else pick j ∈U [m] and invoke TC on j-column.

This tester has query complexity at most q = max{q1, q2}. Let M ∈ Fn × Fm. We say that a row
r of M is a heavy row if wt(r) > β1δR and a column c of M is heavy column if wt(c) > β2δC ,
otherwise we say that r (c) is a light row (column). Notice that if M |{i}×[m] is a light row then

Pr
I∼DR

[
(M{i}×[m])|I /∈ R|I

]
≥ wt(M |{i}×[m]) · ε1

and if M |[n]×{j} is a light column then

Pr
I∼DC

[
(M |[n]×{j})|I /∈ C|I

]
≥ wt(M |[n]×{j}) · ε2.

We show that if wt(M) ≤ β · δ(R⊗ C) = β · δRδC then

Pr
I∼DR⊗C

[M |I /∈ (R⊗ C)|I ] ≥ ε · wt(M).

Let W = wt(M) and ε′ = min{ε1, ε2}. We assume that W ≤ βδRδC .

We notice that if there exists S ⊆ [n]×[m], α = |S|
nm such that for all (i, j) ∈ S we have M(i,j) 6= 0

and either M |{i}×[m] is a light row or M |[n]×{j} is a light column, then

Pr
I∼DR⊗C

[M |I /∈ (R⊗ C)|I ] ≥
ε′α

2
.

To see this, let

α1 =

∣∣{(i, j) ∈ S | M |{i}×[m] is a light row and M(i,j) 6= 0
}∣∣

nm
, and

α2 =

∣∣{(i, j) ∈ S | M |[n]×{j} is a light column and M(i,j) 6= 0
}∣∣

nm
.

We have α1 + α2 ≥ α. It holds that

Pr
i∈U [n],I∼DR

[
(M |{i}×[m])|I /∈ R|I

]
≥ ε′α1 and Pr

j∈U [m],I∼DC

[
(M |[n]×{j})|I /∈ C|I

]
≥ ε′α2.

The explanation of two above inequalities is simple. In the worst case, every light row M |{i}×[m]

of M is chosen with probability 1
n , and given that it was chosen, it is “rejected” by DR with

probability at least ε′ · |supp(M |{i}×[m])|
m . I.e., every non-zero element of a light row contributes ε′

mn
to the rejection probability over rows

(
Pri∈U [n],I∼DR

[
(M |{i}×[m])|I /∈ R|I

])
. Since α1 · (mn) is a

number of all non-zero symbols in the light rows the first inequality follows. The intuition behind
the second inequality is similar.

So,

Pr
I∼DR⊗C

[M |I /∈ (R⊗ C)|I ] ≥
ε′ · α1

2
+
ε′ · α2

2
≥ ε′α

2
.
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Thus it is sufficient to show that there exists S such that |S| ≥ 3
4W . Let r be a fraction of

heavy rows of M and let c be a fraction of heavy columns of M . We know that rβ1δR ≤ W and
cβ2δC ≤W . So,

r · c ≤ W 2

β1δRβ2δC
=

W

β1δRβ2δC
·W ≤ 1

4
W,

where the last inequality holds since by assumption W ≤ βδRδC = β1·β2
4 δRδC . Hence α ≥ wt(M)−

r · c = W − r · c ≥ 3
4W since

∣∣{(i, j) | M(i,j) 6= 0 and (i, j) /∈ S
}∣∣ =∣∣{(i, j) | row i and column j of M are heavy and M(i,j) 6= 0

}∣∣ ≤ (r · c) · (mn).

Thus

Pr
I∼DR⊗C

[M |I /∈ (R⊗ C)|I ] ≥
3ε′

8
· wt(M) =

3

8
min{ε1, ε2} · wt(M).

Proposition 5.2 immediately follows from Proposition 5.1.

Proposition 5.2. Let t > 0 be an integer. Let C be a [n, k, d] code, which is a (q, ε, β)-strong

sLTC. Then C2t is a [n2t , k2t , d2t ] code and a

(
q, (3

8)tε, β2t

42t+1

)
-strong sLTC.

Proof. We prove by induction on i = 1 . . . t that C2t is a [n2t , k2t , d2t ] code and a

(
q, (3

8)tε, β2t

42t+2t−1+...+21

)
-

strong sLTC. Since 42t+2t−1+...+21 ≤ 42t+1
this completes the proof of the Proposition.

We know that C is a [n, k, d] code, which is a (q, ε, β)-strong sLTC. Assume C2i is a [n2i , k2i , d2i ]

code, which is a

(
q, (3

8)iε, β2i

42i+...+21

)
-strong sLTC. Then C2i+1

is a [n2i+1
, k2i+1

, d2i+1
]. Furthermore,

by Proposition 5.1 C2i+1
is a

(
q, (3

8)i+1ε, β2i+1

42i+1+2i+...+21

)
-strong sLTC.

6 Proof of Main Corollaries

We state and prove Proposition 6.1 and Proposition 6.2. The proofs of Corollary 3.4 and Corol-
lary 3.5 will follow from Proposition 6.1, Proposition 6.2 and Theorem 3.3.

Proposition 6.1. Let C ⊆ Fn be a code.

• If C is a (q, ε, δ)-LTC, where δ ≤ 1
4δ(C) then C is a (q, ε, 3δ

δ(C))-sLTC.

• If C is a (q, ε)-strong LTC. Then C is a (q, ε, 1
2)-strong sLTC.

• If C is a (q, ε, β)-strong sLTC. Then C is a
(
q, εβδ(C)

3 , β
)

-sLTC.

Proof. For the first bullet, let D be a distribution over q-tests of C such that for all w ∈ Fn if
δ(w,C) ≥ δ then Pr

I∼D
[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥ ε. So, if δ = 1

3
3δ
δ(C)δ(C) ≤ wt(w) ≤ 3δ

δ(C)δ(C) ≤ 3
4δ(C) then

δ(w,C) ≥ δ. Therefore Pr
I∼D

[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥ ε.
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For the second bullet, let D be a distribution over q-tests of C such that for all w ∈ Fn we have
Pr
I∼D

[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥ ε · δ(w,C). If 0 < wt(w) ≤ 1
2δ(C) then Pr

I∼D
[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥ ε · δ(w,C) = ε · wt(w).

For the third bullet, let D be a distribution of C such that for all w ∈ Fn if wt(w) ≤ βδ(C) then
Pr
I∼D

[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥ ε · wt(w). Then if (β/3)δ(C) ≤ wt(w) ≤ βδ(C) it holds that Pr
I∼D

[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥

εwt(w) ≥ εβδ(C)

3
.

Proposition 6.2 shows that odd expander codes are strong sLTCs.

Proposition 6.2 (Odd Expander Codes are strong sLTCs). Let C ⊆ Fn
2 be a (c, d, γ, τ)-odd

expander code. Then δ(C) ≥ τ , C is a (d, γτ3 ,
τ

δ(C))-sLTC and a (d, γ, τ
δ(C))-strong sLTC.

Proof. By definition, C has the parity check graph G = ([n], S, E) which is a (c, d, γ, τ)-odd ex-
pander, where S ⊆ C⊥≤d and S is also associated to the vertex subset. First note that for every

w ∈ Fn
2 \0n such that wt(w) ≤ τ there exists a constraint u ∈ S ⊆ C⊥≤d such that | supp(w)∩supp(u)|

is odd and thus 〈u,w〉 6= 0 and w /∈ C. This implies that δ(C) ≥ τ .
We argue that C is a (d, γ, τ

δ(C))-strong sLTC and conclude by Proposition 6.1 that C is a

(d, γτ3 ,
τ

δ(C))-sLTC. Let D to be a uniform distribution over S and let w ∈ Fn
2 be a word such that

wt(w) ≤ τ = τ
δ(C) · δ(C). Note that Nodd(supp(w)) = {u ∈ S | 〈u,w〉 6= 0} since 〈u,w〉 6= 0 iff

u ∈ Nodd(supp(w)). Then,

Pr
I∼D

[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥
∣∣Nodd(supp(w))

∣∣
|S|

≥ | supp(w)|c · γ
cn

= wt(w) · γ ≥ δ(w,C) · γ,

where we used the facts that |S| ≤ cn and wt(w) = δ(w, 0n) ≥ δ(w,C) since 0n ∈ C.

We are ready to prove Corollary 3.4 and Corollary 3.5.

Proof of Corollary 3.4. By Proposition 6.1 we know that C is a (q, ε, 3δ
δ(C))-sLTC. By Theorem 3.3

ρT (R⊗ C) ≥ min


(

3δ
δ(C)

)
δCδR

36
,
ε · δR
32q2

 = min

{
3δδR
36

,
ε · δR
32q2

}
.

Proof of Corollary 3.5. C is a (c, d, γ, 3
4τ)-odd expander code and by Proposition 6.2 δ(C) ≥ τ and

thus
3
4
τ

δ(C) ≤
3
4 . By Proposition 6.2 we know that C is a (d, γτ/4, 3τ

4δ(C) ≤
3
4)-sLTC. By Theorem 3.3

ρT (R⊗ C) ≥ min

{
0.75τ
δ(C) δ(C)δR

36
,
(γτ/4) · δR

32d2

}
≥ γτδR

128d2

where the last inequality holds since d ≥ 1 and γ ≤ 1.

In the rest of the section we prove Corollary 3.6 and Corollary 3.8. Before starting the proofs
let us explain how the testers, and in particular, our suggested testers can be composed.
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6.1 Composition of Testers

We describe how the testers can be composed to define a new (composed) tester. Suppose we want
to test C ⊆ FJ .

Let Dout be a tester (i. e., a distribution over I ⊆ J) for the code C. For all I ⊆ J , Dout(I) > 0
let DI

in be a tester on FI , i. e., a distribution over I ′ ⊆ I.

Definition 6.3 (Composed Tester). The composed tester for the code C is the distribution Dcomp

over FJ where
Dcomp(I ′) =

∑
I⊆J

Dout(I) ·DI
in(I ′).

Let the composed tester (distribution Dcomp) be defined as above from the distributions Dout)
and DI

in.

Proposition 6.4. If for all I ⊆ J such that Dout(I) > 0 it holds that ρDI
in(C|I) ≥ ρin then

ρDcomp(C) ≥ ρDout(C) · ρin

Proof. This holds because

ρDcomp(w) = E
I′∼Dcomp

[δ(w|I′ , C|I′)] = E
I∼Dout

[
E

I′∼DI
in

[δ(w|I′ , C|I′)]

]
≥ δ(w,C) · ρDout · ρin

Example: Composition of Tensor Codes

Let C0 = C ⊆ FJ be a code with a q-query tester D0 with robustness ρD0(C0). Let Ci = C2i for
i ≥ 0. Let J0 = J and Ji = Ji−1 × Ji−1. Then Ci ⊆ FJi for all i ≥ 0. For j = 1...m let and Dj be
a uniform row/column tester of Cj with robustness ρDj(Cj).

Let D′1 = D1 and D′j be the composed tester of Dj and D′j−1. For all j it holds that D′j has

query complexity q. Moreover by Proposition 6.4 we have ρD′1(C1) = ρD1(C1) and ρD′j(Cj) ≥
ρDj(Cj) · ρD′j−1(Cj−1) ≥ ρD1(C1) · . . . · ρDj(Cj).

Composition of our suggested testers. Assume C ⊆ Fn is a (q, ε, β)-strong sLTC code,
C2 = C ⊗ C and C4 = C2 ⊗ C2. So, by Proposition 5.2 C2 and C4 are also strong sLTCs with
corresponding q-query testers (distributions). Let D2 be our suggested tester for C2 and D4 be
our suggested tester for C4. Suppose we are given a word M and we want to test its membership
to C4. In order to test whether M ∈ C4 we invoke our suggested tester D4, which chooses either

a row of M or a column of M or support of some u, where u ∈ (C2)
⊥
≤q.

If support of some u, where u ∈ (C2)
⊥
≤q was chosen we will check whether M |supp(u) ∈ C4|supp(u)

(note that | supp(u)| ≤ q resulting in query complexity at most q) and thus we are done.
Otherwise, either a row of M or a column of M was chosen by our suggested tester D4, and, we

assume without loss of generality that it was a row r of M . But then we need to test a membership
of r to C2. Now, we can invoke D2 which in turn will select either a row of r or a column of r
or support of some u′, where u′ ∈ C⊥≤q. If support of some u′, where u′ ∈ C⊥≤q was chosen then,
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similarly, we read at most q entries and we are done. Otherwise we get either a selected row of r
or a selected column of r, and the selected row (column) of r can be tested to a membership to
C. The robustness of D2 and D4 implies that if δ(M,C4) ≥ α then the expected distance of the
finally obtained view from C is Ω(α).

If C is a strong LTC we know how to test the finally obtained view to a membership to C (with
query complexity q) but if C is an expander code we simply read all the entries of the selected row
(column) of r, which gives query complexity n.

Notice first of all that in the above example two testers D2 and D4 were composed and gave
us a tester for C4 with query complexity at most n where the blocklength of C4 is n4, i. e., query
complexity of the composed tester is at most (blocklength)1/4.

Finally, note that if C is a (q, ε)-strong LTC then we have a tester for C4 with query complexity
q. And if C is an odd expander code then we have a tester for C4 with query complexity n.

Proof of Corollary 3.6. C is a (q, ε, 1
2)-strong sLTC by Proposition 6.1. Let j > 0 be an integer,

then δ(C2j ) = δ2j

C and C2j is a

(
q, (

3

8
)jε,

1

22j · 4j

)
-strong sLTC by Proposition 5.2.

Thus by Proposition 6.1 C2j is a

(
q,

(
3

8

)j
ε ·

δ2j

C

3 · 4j · 22j
,

1

4j · 22j

)
-sLTC. Since C is a (q, ε)-

strong LTC it has a q-query tester (distribution) DC over C⊥≤q (see Corollary A.1). Let D2j be our

suggested tester (distribution) for C2j ⊗ C2j , then by Theorem 3.3

ρD
2j (C2j ) ≥ min

{
1

36

1

4j · 22j
δ2j+1

C ,
δ2j

C

32q2

(
3

8

)j
ε ·

( δC2 )2j

3 · 4j

}
≥ ε

48q2

1

22j

1

42j
δ2j+1

C ≥ ε

48q2

(
δC
4

)2j+1

So, letting Dcomp be the composed n-query tester of D1, ...,D2t (see Definition 6.3) we get by

Proposition 6.4 that ρDcomp(C2t) ≥
(

ε

48q2

)2t(δC
4

)4·2t

. Thus letting Dfinal be a composed q-

query tester of DC and Dcomp we get that if δ(w,C2t) = δ it holds that Pr
I∼Dfinal

[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥

δ ·
(

ε

48q2

)2t(δC
4

)4·2t

.

We state and prove a simple proposition and then we prove Corollary 3.8.

Proposition 6.5. If C has a q-query tester DC such that ρDC(C) ≥ ε then C is a (q, ε)-strong
LTC.

Proof. Let w ∈ Fn and δ = δ(w,C). Assume by way of contradiction that Pr
I∼DC

[w|I /∈ C|I ] < ε · δ.

For all I it holds that δ(w|I , C|I) ≤ 1. Thus E
I∼DC

[δ(w|I , C|I)] < 1 · ε · δ. But by assumption

ρDC(C) ≥ ε and thus ρDC(w) = E
I∼DC

[δ(w|I , C|I)] ≥ ε · δ. Contradiction.

Proof of Corollary 3.8. C is a
(
c, d, γ, 3

4τ
)
-odd expander code. By Proposition 6.2 we have δC ≥ τ ,

and thus 3τ
4δC
≤ 3

4 . By Proposition 6.2 C is a
(
d, γ, 0.75τ

δC

)
-strong sLTC.
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Let j > 0 be an integer. Proposition 5.2 implies that C2j is a

(
d,
(

3
8

)j
γ,

( 3τ
4δC

)2
j

4j

)
- strong

sLTC and Proposition 6.1 implies that C2j is a

(
d, (3

8)j · γδ
2j

C
3 ·

( 3τ
4δC

)2
j

4j
,

( 3τ
4δC

)2
j

4j

)
-sLTC. We know

δ(C2j ) = δ2j

C .

Let D2j be our suggested tester for C2j ⊗ C2j , then by Theorem 3.3

ρD
2j (C2j ) ≥ min

{
1

36

( 3τ
4δC

)2j

4j
δ2j+1

C ,
δ2j

C

32d2
· (3

8
)j
γδ2j

C

3
·

( 3τ
4δC

)2j

4j

}
≥ γ · (0.75τδC)2j

96d2

1

8j

Let Dcomp be the composed n-query tester (see Definition 6.3) from D1, ...,D2t . Proposi-

tion 6.4 implies ρDcomp(C2t) ≥ γt · (0.75τδC)2t+1

(96d2)t · 8t2
. By Proposition 6.5 it holds that C2t is a(

n,
γt · (0.75τδC)2t+1

(96d2)t · 8t2

)
-strong LTC.
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A Distribution over subsets implies a distribution over dual code-
words

Sometimes we assume that a tester of a linear code C tests an input word w by picking a small
weight dual word u ∈ C⊥ and accepts if and only if 〈u,w〉 = 0. Proposition A.1 demonstrates that
our definition of LTCs (Definition 2.4) implies this property, i. e., a distribution over small subsets
of [n] defines a “corresponding” distribution over small weight dual words. Recall that C ⊆ Fn.

Proposition A.1. 1. If C is a (q, ε, δ)-LTC then there exists a distribution DC over C⊥≤q such
that for all w, δ(w,C) ≥ δ we have

Pr
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[〈u,w〉 6= 0] ≥ ε(|F| − 1)

|F|

2. If C is a (q, ε)-strong LTC then there exists a distribution DC over C⊥≤q such that for all w
we have

Pr
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[〈u,w〉 6= 0] ≥ ε · δ(w,C)(|F| − 1)

|F|

3. If C is a (q, ε, β)-semi LTC then there exists a distribution DC over C⊥≤q such that for all w,
(β/3)δ(C) ≤ wt(w) ≤ βδ(C) we have

Pr
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[〈u,w〉 6= 0] ≥ ε(|F| − 1)

|F|
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4. If C is a (q, ε, β)-strong semi LTC then there exists a distribution DC over C⊥≤q such that for
all w, wt(w) ≤ βδ(C) we have

Pr
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[〈u,w〉 6= 0] ≥ ε · wt(w)(|F| − 1)

|F|

Proof. We claim the following statement and all bullets of the Proposition will follow immediately
from this statement. Let D be a distribution over I ⊆ [n] such that |I| ≤ q and assume that for all
w ∈ Fn we have Pr

I∼D
[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥ εw where 0 ≤ εw ≤ 1. Then there exists a distribution DC over

C⊥≤q such that for all w ∈ Fn it holds that Pr
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[〈u,w〉 6= 0] ≥ |F| − 1

|F|
· εw.

Let UI be the uniform distribution over (C|I)⊥ for |I| ≤ q. Let DC be the distribution over

C⊥≤q defined as follows: DC(u) =
∑

I∼D,supp(u)⊆I

D(I) ·UI(u). Let w ∈ S. We argue that

Pr
u∈DC

C⊥≤q

[〈u,w〉 6= 0] ≥ |F| − 1

|F|
· εw.

To see this note that
Pr
I∼D

[w|I /∈ C|I ] ≥ εw

and

Pr
u∈U (C|I)⊥

[〈u,w〉 6= 0 | w|I /∈ C|I ] =
|F| − 1

|F|

because if w|I /∈ C|I then by linearity for |F|−1
|F| fraction u ∈ (C|I)⊥ we have 〈u,w〉 6= 0. To see this

let {u1, . . . , um} ⊆ (C|I)⊥ be the basis of (C|I)⊥ and then there exists ui ∈ {u1, . . . , um} such that
〈ui, w〉 = a 6= 0, since w|I /∈ C|I . It is sufficient to show that

Pr
α1,...,αm∈UF

〈∑
j

αjuj , w〉 6= 0

 =
|F| − 1

|F|

which is equivalent to

Pr
α1,...,αm∈UF

〈∑
j 6=i

αjuj , w〉 6= −αi · 〈ui, w〉

 =
|F| − 1

|F|
.

Thus −αi · 〈ui, w〉 = −αi · a is distributed uniformly in F where αi ∈U F and so with probability
1
|F| it holds that 〈

∑
j 6=i αjuj , w〉 = −αi ·a and with probability |F|−1

|F| it holds that 〈
∑

j 6=i αjuj , w〉 6=
−αi · a.

B Proposition B.2

In this section we prove Proposition B.2. We first prove an auxiliary Claim B.1.
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Claim B.1. Assume that w ∈ Fn, C ⊆ Fn is a linear code and w ⊥
{
u ∈ C⊥ | supp(u) ⊆ [n] \ I

}
.

Then w|[n]\I ∈ C|[n]\I , i. e., there exists c ∈ C such that w|[n]\I = c|[n]\I and thus δ(w,C) ≤ |I|/n.

Proof. We show that w|[n]\I ∈ C|[n]\I . Let Constr(I) =
{
u|[n]\I

∣∣ u ∈ C⊥ and supp(u) ∩ I = ∅
}

.

By assumption, w|[n]\I ⊥ Constr(I) and thus w|[n]\I ∈ (Constr(I))
⊥. For all u ∈ (C|[n]\I)

⊥ it

follows that u = u′|[n]\I , where u′ ∈ C⊥ and supp(u′) ∩ I = ∅. Thus u = u′|[n]\I ∈ Constr(I) and

(C|[n]\I)
⊥ ⊆ Constr(I). Therefore w|[n]\I ∈ (Constr(I))

⊥ = C|[n]\I .

Proposition B.2. Assume R ⊆ Fm and C ⊆ Fn are linear codes. Let S ⊆ [n], T ⊆ [m], P = S×T
and M ∈ Fn × Fm. If every row of M |P belongs to R|T and every column of M |P belongs to C|S
then M |P ∈ (R⊗ C)|P .

Proof. If S = [n] and T = [m] we are done. Assume without loss of generality that T =
{1, 2, . . . , j} ⊂ [m]. To conclude that M |P ∈ (R ⊗ C)|P it is sufficient to show the existence
of M ′ ∈ R⊗C such that M |P = M ′|P . Note that if all rows of M ′ belong to R and all columns of
M ′ belong to C then M ′ ∈ R⊗ C.

Let T ′ = T ∪ {j + 1}. It is sufficient to show how to get M ′ such that M |S×T = M ′|S×T and
M ′|S×T ′ ∈ (R ⊗ C)|S×T ′ . Because in this case we show how to extend M |P by the column (or a
row).

For k ∈ [m] let c(k) be M |S×{k}, i. e., the k-th column of M restricted on S. We are going to fix

all entries of c(j+1), call the obtained new matrix M ′. Then we show that M |S×T = M ′|S×T and
M ′|S×T ′ ∈ (R⊗ C)|S×T ′ .

If there exists u ∈ R⊥ such that (j + 1) ∈ supp(u) and supp(u) ⊆ T ′ then pick arbitrarily any

such u and assign c(j+1) such that
∑

i∈supp(u)

c(i) · u|i = 0. Call the result M ′. Then all columns

of M ′|S×T ′ belong to C|S because c(j+1) is equal to the linear combination of codewords of C|S .
By construction, for every row r of M ′|S×T ′ we have 〈r, u〉 = 0. We argue that every row r of
M ′|S×T ′ satisfies all constraints u∗ ∈ R⊥ such that supp(u∗) ⊆ T ′, i. e., 〈r, u∗〉 = 0 and thus by
Claim B.1 we conclude all rows of M ′|S×T ′ belong to R|T ′ . To see this assume by contradiction
that for some u′ ∈ R⊥ we have supp(u′) ⊆ T ′, (j + 1) ∈ supp(u′) and 〈r, u′〉 6= 0, but then taking
a linear combination of u and u′ we get u′′ ∈ R⊥ such that supp(u′′) ⊆ T and 〈r, u′′〉 6= 0 and thus
row r of M |P does not belong to R|T . Contradiction.

Otherwise there is no u ∈ R⊥ such that (j + 1) ∈ supp(u) and supp(u) ⊆ T ′. Then pick any
w ∈ C and assign c(j+1) = w|S . Call the result M ′. Then all columns of M ′|S×T ′ belong to C|S
because c(j+1) ∈ C|S . And, similarly, every row r of M ′|S×T ′ satisfies all constraints u ∈ R⊥ such
that supp(u) ⊆ T ′, i. e., 〈r, u〉 = 0 and thus by Claim B.1 we conclude all rows of M ′|S×T ′ belong
to R|T ′ .
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